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Unviersity assists students in health and safety
Kaz Alvarez

since the 1990s.

Sun Star Reporter

“Our focus on being safe
goes across all of campus,”
EHS&RM Director Frances Isgrigg said. The office
provides various safety
services to the UAF community such as a safety
program for labs that
includes basic training for
students and proper haz-

The Office of Environmental Health, Safety and
Risk Management has
been operating, in some
capacity or another, to
create a safer campus for
students, staff and faculty

ard labeling. EHS&RM is
responsible for making
safety information readily
available to students, staff
and faculty. All staff, faculty and student staff are
required to pass a series
of online safety trainings
to ensure that they have
been properly informed
on the policies of the
workplace as well as some

of the hazards and risks.
“One thing that I have
been working on this last
year is working with student clubs or students
planning a program and
going over a risk assessment for their plans,”
Swaim said.
When a student plans an
event, they fill out an form

with Facilities Services to
release UAF of liability
for the ever. Swaim is trying to ensure that these
events are safe so that
the students do not suffer under the liability.

Shae Bowman

continued on page 3

School stays open despite snow storm
Julie Herrmann
and Lakeidra Chavis
Sun Star Reporters

without power, didn’t
deter the university from
remaining open for business.

Memos released by Chancellor Brian Rogers on
Last week’s storm, which Thursday, Nov. 14 and
left thousands of resi- Friday, Nov. 15 stated that
dences and businesses the UAF campus would

stay open but that students and staff should be
careful when deciding
whether or not to come
to class or work. The meo
also asked that professors
and supervisors be flexible with their students
and employees.

Classes were cancelled
after 5 p.m. on Nov. 14
along with most evening
events except sports.

Power Plant provides
UAF’s electricity and
heat, so the main campus was not affected by
the power outages that
The Wood Center and the affected parts of the rest
Rasmuson Library had of the city.
shortened hours.
The Atkinson Heat and

continued on page 9

Chili Cook Off raises money for charity
The International Arctic
Research Center came in
Sun Star Reporter
second place, followed by
the Fire Department, the
previous first place chili
The Student Activities champions.
Office raised $900 for
charity from chili last The Three Amigos chili
Wednesday at the annual was a modified famUnited Way Chili Cook ily recipe that Psychology Grad student Angel
Off.
Vasquez and Social Work
This is the third year SAO students Jessica Calderon
has been hosting the and Juan Cruz made five
Cook Off, a fun event for gallons of for the cook off.
campus organizations to
were
compete for the title of Organizations
best chili while raising instructed to bring three
money for the United Way to five gallons of chili to
the cook off.
of the Tanana Valley.

Concert Board member Brady Gross serves vegan chili at the United Way Chili Cook Off on Tuesday, Nov. 12, at the UAF Wood Center. Annie Bartholomew/Sun Star

Sun Star Reporter
Students, faculty, and
members of the community listened to a lecture
about pollutants transported into Alaska in the
Reichardt building on Friday, Nov. 15.
The lecture, titled “When
the world comes to Alaska: The long-range transport of soils and pollutants into Alaska,” was given by Catherine Cahill, an
Associate Professor in the
UAF Chemistry and Biochemistry department.
Cahill also works as a
researcher at the Geophysical Institute.

By Elika Roohi

This year, the Three Amigos from the Latin American Student Organization won first place at the
Cook Off.

Lecture
focuses on
pollutants
in Alaska

continued on page 3

The lecture was about
how pollutants produced
outside of Alaska can be
transported into Alaska
via airstreams.
“Alaska has some of the
cleanest air in the world
if you stay out from under
the inversion in Fairbanks,” Cahill said.
“The amazing thing is
that even though our air
is some of the cleanest in
the world, we can identify particles from various sources around the
world.”
These aerosols are important because they can
affect several aspects
of our world including
human health, ecosystems, climate and aircraft.
Cahill focuses on aerosols
being transported over
large distances.

Students compete
in a rock climbing
competition at the
Student Recreation
Center

During the lecture, Cahill
said, “I am an aerosol
geek, I admit it, and I
speak fluent aerosol.”
An aerosol is anything
other than a gas that is
suspended in the atmosphere for any length of
time.
However, scientists are
still very uncertain about
how aerosols affect the
climate, Cahill said.
An example of long-range
transport pollutant is
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane being transported into Alaska from
Africa.

continued on page 4
Mechanical Engineering student Adam McComb climbs along the green route, an advanced track. 		
Kaz Alvarez/ Sun Star

In the wake of destruction: the typhoon in the Phillipines
Chris Tucker
Sun Star Reporter
On Nov. 7, the super
typhoon Haiyan, the
most powerful storm to
make landfall in history,
touched down on the
Philippines. The monster
storm touched down four
times within the Philippines before weakening
into a tropical depression.
However, the damage had
already been done.
With gusts as high as 235
mph and storm surge of
nearly 16 feet high, the
third-world nation stood
no chance.
Current estimates from
the Philippines state that
nearly 13 million have
been affected by the

storm while the death toll to scavenge food and look provide necessities and
is at 3,633 and continues for surviving relatives services to those affected
to climb.
amongst the debris.
by the typhoon. So far,
member nations and priThe Filipino government The ones who have suf- vate sectors have contribis facing intense criticism fered the most from this uted $81 million in relief
from the international ordeal have been the chil- aid with more than $20
community for its slow dren with some estimates million coming from the
disorganized response to saying that out of the 13 United States.
the disaster. This chaos million people displaced,
can be seen from Taclo- 4.5 million are children. The relief workers and the
ban City which was com- 1.5 million are under 5 Philippines are running
pletely leveled by the and are at risk of malnu- against the clock as more
storm. Within the city, trition.
than 1,000 people are still
many of the residents are
missing. The situation
still without shelter and The United States and has become more dire as
aid as their situation con- other nations are trying to the humid, wet environadminister relief aid. The ment makes the corpses
tinues to deteriorate.
United States military has become a stinking putrid
“Tacloban was a dead delivered 623,000 pounds mess and health hazard
city,” said Violeta Duzar, a of food and is helping for the locals still trapped
survivor of the typhoon, in areas that are currently in the areas.
an interview with Reuters. unreachable by vehicle.
One nation that has
Tacloban, a city of 220,000 The United Nations has drawn criticism for their
people, has since deterio- appealed for the amount support was China who
rated into a state of anar- of $301 million for the initially pledged $100,000
chy as people are forced Haiyan Action Plan to in humanitarian support.

China, who has been in
a territorial dispute with
Philippines for years, was
condemned for its small
pledge for aid. Their stinginess even became a
joke on the Colbert Show
where Colbert asked the
viewers to out-raise the
nation’s initial donation.
They were able to do it in
less than a day.
The Philippine nation,
which is predominantly
Roman Catholic, now
turns to prayer in hopes
of rebuilding, finding lost
family members and surviving day to day.
Belen Curila was quoted
by Agence France-Presse, a news agency, at
a Sunday mass at Guiuan, “Despite what happened, we still believe in
God.”

DDT is used because it is
a highly effective insecticide against mosquitoes.
DDT was banned in the
United States in 1972
because of the negative
effects on Bald Eagle
reproductive success.
Unfortunately,
DDT
that came from Africa
is detectable in Denali
National Park.
In terms of human
health effects, aerosols
are breathed in and then
embedded in the lungs.
This is important to consider when exercising
outside.
“The amount deposited deeper in the lungs
goes up because you are
breathing harder,” Cahill
said.
Cahill advised running
above the inversion and
ensuring the the Alaska

continued on page 4
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MAN ON THE STREET:
“What was your experience with last week’s winter storm?”
By Annie Bartholomew

“I stayed inside and watched Supernatural and tried not to go out. All of
my classes were cancelled.”
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“It was beautiful. I got to stay inside
and sleep a lot. “

Mary Gastineau, 18, Undecided

Cynthia Jones, 21, Biological Sciences

ASUAF Recap - November 17, 2013
Kaz Alvarez

ASUAF Senate Chambers
on the first floor. Sun
Sun Star Reporter
Star staff is hoping to be
located where Polar Perk
is currently housed after
Senators present
construction of the new
wing is completed. ChaEli Barry-Garland, Matthew Carrick, Brix Hahn, vis requested that ASUAF
Tayesia Nick, Shane Poin- senators consider supporting efforts to acquire
dexter, Ashley Strauch,
Daniel Strigle and Sarah a central office location
through the drafting of a
Walker
resolution or the inclusion of a ballot question
in the upcoming election.
Senators absent
Cordero Reid and Lida
Zakurdaew

Just visiting

Elika Roohi
Web Editor
web@uafsunstar.com

Officers absent
Ayla O’Scannell

Pomi Chafin
Advertising Manager
ads@uafsunstar.com

Directors present

Representing the CTC

Photographers
Kurtis Gosney
Annie Bartholomew
Kaz Alvarez
Shae Bowman
Columnists
Ellen Mitchell
Miss Euphoria
Chase VanFlein-Hage
Advisor
Robyne
robyne@alaska.edu

Keri Knight, 21, Business

“I enjoyed looking out the window and
watching the trees bend.”

McKinley Zakurdaew,
previous ASUAF Vice
President, attended to get
a feel for the current senate again. He is currently
gathering signatures from
the student body to petition for a Fall senate seat.

Reporters
Shae Bowman
Kurtis Gosney
Kaz Alvarez
Annie Bartholomew
David Spindler
Chris Tucker
Tal Norvell
Lakeidra Chavis
Julie Herrmann

“I knew the roads were bad so I tried to
stay off them as much as I could.”

Officers present
Michael Magnan

Michael Magnan and
Sam Allen
Guests
Sharon Carrasquillo Torres, Lakeidra Chavis,
McKinley Zakurdaew

Sharon Carrasquillo Torres came to the senate
meeting to acquaint herself with the process and
learn how she can help to
represent the Community
and Technical College.
Polling locations

Mancill encouraged all
Sun Star office space
senators to advocate for
the upcoming ASUAF
Sun Star Editor-inelections on Nov. 25
Chief Lakeidra Chavis is
requesting support from and 26 and student parASUAF senators in getting ticipation. The polling
a permanent office space locations are typically
manned by senators and
within the Wood Center
to maintain access to the student organizations for
$15 per hour. A volunteer
student body.
sign-up sheet is availDue to construction, the able in the ASUAF Senate
Sun Star office space is
Chambers.
located within the former

Executive Committee

should be included. The
committee will incorpoThe Executive Commitrate questions regardtee was unable to meet
ing Residence Life and a
due to winter weather.
proposed change to staff
The committee received and faculty policies that
10 requests from students would remove tuition
and student organizawaivers. An amendment
tions for travel funding
to reduce the amount of
from ASUAF. These will
funding for tuition waivbe reviewed at the next
ers was up for discussion
committee meeting, and at the November 6 Board
a bill will be presented to of Regents meeting.
the senate the following
meeting.
Additional discussion will
take place at the December 12-13 meeting. The
Internal Affairs Commit- Student Affairs Committee is also collecting sigtee
natures for a petition to
The Internal Affairs Com- support their resolution
mittee did additional
to reform Residence Life
planning for the ASUAF
policies and practices as
Senate Retreat.
well as both positive and
negative testimonies from
students.
Public Relations Committee
Pony Party
The Public Relations
Committee discussed
SB 181-013 Arctic Brony
the purchase of a small
Charity Fundraiser was
blimp. Rather than pursponsored by Strauch and
chasing one, the commit- will, if passed, provide
tee is considering hostthe Arctic Bronies club
ing a blimp engineering
with $150 to help pay for
competition for UAF
the cost of a DJ at their
students and awardupcoming dance. The
ing the winning blimp’s
proceeds from the dance
team with gift certificates. will benefit the Brony
Poindexter drafted a bill
Thank You Fund Charto purchase new comity that channels funds
ment boxes, and Reid is
to other causes such as
in the process of drafting The Marine Toys for Tots
a bill to purchase a lock
Campaign and Engineers
to secure a new microwithout Borders. The bill
wave.
was moved to the Student
Affairs Committee.
Student Affairs Committee

Comment Boxes

The Student Affairs Committee met to discuss the
upcoming election ballot, and what questions

SB 181-014 Installment of
Campus-Wide Comment
Boxes was sponsored by
Poindexter, Reid, Hahn

and Carrick to increase
communications from
the student body to
ASUAF. The bill would,
if passed, have a fiscal
impact of $500 to the
ASUAF Advertising and
Promotional Items fund.
The bill was moved to the
Public Relations Committee for consideration.
Travel funding
SB 181-015, a lately submitted legislation turned
in after the submission
deadline, was sponsored
by Hahn and received its
first reading to authorize
the use of travel funds for
the Juneau Advocacy Trip
delegates. T
he bill would have a fiscal impact of $4,300 to
ASUAF funding. The bill
was sent to the Executive
Committee for consideration and changes. Strigle
suggested that changes
be made to the wording
in regards to the source
of the funding as the bill
refers to a travel fund that
does not exist.
New club support
Hahn is planning to
meet with the president
of the War Hammer
Society to work out how
they can receive support
from ASUAF. The club is
requesting $50 to $100
dollars to jumpstart their
club. Hahn invited other
senators to participate in
the exchange.

Police Blotter: Through Nov. 12, 2013
Shae Bowman
Sun Star Reporter
November 6- Student
stalker
A UAF student and her
father reported that the
student was being stalked.
The student told the person stalking her to leave
her alone on multiple
occasions, and told police
that the individual was
showing up in places he
knew she would be.

been “crossing the line.”
Police advised him to stop
contacting the student
and banned him from all
UAF except to attend class.
November 9- Underage
party

A Cutler resident assistant reported that there
was a party in progress in
a Cutler apartment, and
that the residents refused
to answer the door. When
the campus police arrived,
the residents opened the
The police contacted the door. The officers found
individual who was stalk- that four people in attening, and he said he had dance were over 21 and

five attendees were under November 10- Switcha21. Everyone underage roo
was cited for minor conA campus officer observed
suming.
a vehicle speeding and
began to pull the vehicle
over. As he did so, the
November 9- Wanted in vehicle began to turn onto
Bartlett Hall
Farmers Loop Road, and
A campus officer on foot the officer observed the
patrol contacted an indi- driver and the passenger
vidual living in Bartlett switch seats while driving.
Hall because she had an The officer said the incioutstanding warrant for dent was easy to see
failure to comply with because the individuals
her conditions of proba- were wearing neon-coltion. The individual was ored clothes. When the
arrested and transported officer contacted the indito Fairbanks Correctional viduals, he asked them
Center.
why they switched seats.

They told him that he was
mistaken and they had not
switched seats.
Upon further questioning, the individuals admitted to switching seats and
told the officer they did
it because the initial driver had a revoked driver’s
license.
Both individuals were
found to be underage and
driving under the influence. They were both
arrested and charged with
driving under the influence. Further charges are
pending.

Corrections for November 5 issue
A story about a marathon runner in The Sun Star’s Nov. 5 issue incorrectly described a 2010 Parks Highway fatality near
Nenana. The driver was not intoxicated, according to Alaska State Troopers, and immediately sought help for the pedestrian
victim. The Sun Star apologizes for these errors.

UAF commemorates
Stevens’ 90th birthday
FAIRBANKS, Alaska (AP)
— Monday would have
been former U.S. Sen. Ted
Stevens’ 90th birthday.
The University of Alaska Fairbanks will commemorate
the
date
with a public event
at Rasmuson Library.
It also will be streamed
live on the Internet at
stevens.library.uaf.edu.
Stevens,
a
Republican, served for 40
years in the Senate.
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US mobility for young adults falls to 50-year low

felony counts of lying on
Senate financial disclosure documents, and he
lost to U.S. Mark Begich,
D-Alaska, eight days later.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.S. mobility for young
adults has fallen to the
lowest level in more
than 50 years as cashstrapped 20-somethings
shun home-buying and
refrain from major moves
in a weak job market.

The conviction was
dismissed
in
April The new 2013 figures from
2009 because of pros- the Census Bureau, which
ecutorial misconduct. reversed earlier signs of
recovery, underscore the
Stevens died in a plane impact of the sluggish
crash on Aug. 9, 2010. economy on young people, many of them college
graduates, whom demographers sometimes refer
to as “Generation Wait.”
Burdened with college
debt or toiling in lowwage jobs, they are delaying careers, marriage and
having children. Waiting

He was revered for bringing
federal dollars to the state.
A jury convicted Stevens
on Oct. 27, 2008, of seven

anxiously for their lucky
break, they are staying put and doubling up
with roommates or living with Mom and Dad,
unable to make longterm plans or commit
to buying a home — let
alone pay a mortgage.
Many understood after
the 2007-2009 recession
that times would be tough.
But few say they expected
to be in economic limbo
more than four years later.

“Young adulthood has
grown much more complex and protracted, with
a huge number struggling to reach financial
independence,”
said
Mark Mather, an assoAmong adults ages 25-29, ciate vice president
just 4.9 million, or 23.3 at the private Populapercent, moved in the 12 tion Reference Bureau.
months ending March
2013. That’s down from “Many will get there,
24.6 percent in the same but at much later ages
period the year before. than we’ve seen in the
It was the lowest lev- past. More and more
el since at least 1963. we’re
seeing
many
young adults routinely
Demographers say the wait until their 30s to
delays in traditional leave the parental nest.”
markers of adulthood
— full-time careers and
homeownership — may
prove to be longer-lasting.

“I’m constantly looking
for other jobs,” says Jeremy Bills, 27, of Nashville,
Tenn., who graduated
from Vanderbilt University in May 2011 with a
master’s degree in human
and organizational devel- Roughly 1 in 5 young
opment. Bills has stayed adults ages 25 to 34
put in his college town is now disconnected
from work and school.

continued from cover
The Three Amigos were couldn’t taste the flaglad they erred on the vors, Vasquez said. Many
side of caution.
groups were aiming to hit
this happy medium.
Their organization was
one of the few groups that “You gotta keep it spicy
didn’t run out of chili ear- enough, but still flavorly in the cook off.
ful,” said Rita Murphy
from the Statewide group
Their strategy was to keep who won the chili compethe chili spicy enough, tition at the Alaska state
but not so hot that you level.

in hopes of finding a job
in management consulting or human resources.
Instead, he has mostly
found odd jobs like pulling weeds and dog-sitting.

Chili cook-off

Other
organizations meet the spice needs of lunch.
drew their took different every customer, said Jusapproaches.
tice student Mamie Davis. You get the students
involved with your orgaThe inspiration for the While their chili didn’t nizations, and students
LIVE Office’s chili was place, it made Cook Off can contribute to United
Taco Bell and Wendy’s, goers who weren’t as fond Way.”
said History Student Lau- of lots of spicy flavors
Students attending the
ren Ramirez.
happy.
cook off could get a samThe LIVE Office included “It’s a great cause,” ple for $1, or 12 samples
hot sauce on the side, to Ramirez said. “It’s an easy for $10.

Last year, the organization raised around $1,000
dollars and were aiming
for the same amount this
year.
“After all, everybody
loved chili,” said SAO
Student Worker and Business student Dani Atkins.

Cuban lecturer and activist to visit UAF

Photo of Orlando Luis Pardo Lazo.

Lakeidra Chavis

native country.

Sun Star Reporter

Pardo Lazo will visit UAF
from Nov. 25 to 27 and
will give a discussion
titled “Virtual Leadership
in Today’s Cuban Blogosphere.” The lecture is
focused on Cuba’s blogosphere, or their current

Activist, journalist and
blogger Orlando Luis Pardo Lazo will be visiting
UAF to talk about internet
restrictions in Cuba, his

blog atmosphere, com- ing in Cuba. Due to this, and Justice classes. He
pared to free blogging Lazo has been arrested by will also give a presenwithout restrictions.
Cuban secret police.
tation on his topic to an
advanced Spanish class,
His lecture on Nov. 25 will Daniel Darrow, a Spanish to not only talk about the
take place in the Schiable instructor, first learned issues Cuba faces but so
Auditorium in Bun- about Pardo Lazo by fol- students can hear Spannell from 6 to 8 p.m. The lowing him on Twit- ish spoken in a Cuban
presentation is open to ter. One day, Pardo Lazo dialect, Darrow said.
everyone.
asked where his followers were from. When Dar- Darrow did not have any
In Cuba, internet use in row responded, “Alaska,” official funding to bring
private homes is currently Pardo Lazo said that it Lazo up to Alaska, but
restricted. In early June, was his father’s dream to talked to different departthe Cuban government travel here, according to ments and organizaexpanded the amount of Darrow. Pardo Lazo then tions to get help. Darrow
public internet availabil- asked if he could speak at received funding from
ity throughout the coun- the university.
ASUAF, the College of Libtry. There are many peoeral Arts, as well as the
ple in and outside of Cuba “I told him I would try Office of Diversity and
who disagree with these with no guarantees and Equal Opportunity and
restrictions
the ball started rolling the Political Science, Forfrom there,” Darrow said eign Languages and ComPardo Lazo focuses on in an email.
munication departments.
engaging Cuban youth
with social media, spe- Pardo Lazo will be speak- Pardo Lazo will also be
cifically blogging about ing to some Communi- interviewed on the KSUA
their experiences liv- cation, Political Science

continued from cover Health
Another service provided to UAF is data collection on risks and hazards
around campus. According to data gathered by
the EHS&RM, the leading cause of injury at UAF
is slips, trips and falls in
outside areas. In second
place is lifting or handling
objects. Slips, trips and
falls inside buildings is in
third place.

EHS&RM is developing an
existing program involving the distribution of
cleats to the UAF community. This program began
with an effort to distribute
cleats to regular staff and
student workers through
a few tabling events at
various campus areas.
Now, the office website
has an online form for
bulk orders.

it was very important to
open up the cleat program to students campus
wide this year.” Risk Manager Billie Swaim said.
“It’s been something that
we’ve wanted to do for the
last few years.”

In previous years, the
office tabled around
campus to distribute the
cleats. Cleats can now be
picked up from the office
To address this issue, “We definitely felt that at 1855 Marika Road or

radio talk show, General Protection Fault on
Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 7
p.m.
“I am interested in learning about how him and
his fellow bloggers have
found ways around the
censorship and the cost
issues that he faces,” said
Jeremy Smith, producer
and host of General Protection Fault, “So we will
most likely talk about that
and other issues which
face bloggers dealing with
a repressive regime.”
Pardo Lazo is currently
touring the U.S. to spread
awareness. He has spoken
at prestigious universities
like Brown, Princeton and
Georgetown.

and safety

requested as part of a bulk
order from the office. The
office will deliver the bulk
orders to offices and professors. It is recommended that students consult
a professor, advisor or
RA about bulk orders for
classes or dorm floors.

Committee, is attempting
to build a safety culture
among students before
there is another mass distribution of cleats.

“We gave out a bunch of
cleats last year and didn’t
see anyone wearing
them,” said Safety Officer
Director of Residence Kim Knudsen.
Life Laura McCollough, a
member of the UAF Safe- “Is it cool to wear ice
ty and Compliance and cleats? A slip, trip and a
Coordination Advisory fall is the biggest issue on
our campus,” McCollough

said. “But why are we not
doing preventatives?”
“This year, we ordered
cleats for all of our student employees to wear,”
McCollough said, “We
really want people to use
them and we need to create that culture where
people see that it’s appropriate and expected for
you to wear cleats.”

Gender Justice Week focuses on issues affecting women and LGBTQ
“It happened to be a
snowy and icy time, but
we managed to pull it
together anyway,” Women’s Center Coordinator
Kayt Sunwood said after
the week’s final event
“Don’t Call Me a B-” led
by New York activist Traciana Graves in the Wood
Center Ballroom.

Presenter Traciana Graves poses after her presentation “Don’t
Call Me a B-” in the Wood Center Ballroom on Friday, Nov. 15,
2013. Annie Bartholomew/ Sun Star

Annie Bartholomew

As a national expert on
civility and inclusion,
Graves works with colleges across America to
improve the workplace
cultural environments,
campus and school bullying. Through the national
campaign, “Say Something Beautiful,” she
encourages participants
to to find “joy in justice”
and to not blame, but
acknowledge and speak
out against incivility in
their daily lives.

day event, sponsored by
the UAF Women’s CenSun Star Reporter
ter, Women’s and Gender Studies and Concert
Board, worked to bring
Not even a winter storm awareness to issues affectcould bring down Gender ing gender and equality at “That’s the power of
Justice Week. The three- UAF campus.
what humanity has, that

we have words, and we
can use them as powerful weapons of good,”
Graves said. She believes
this sustainable approach
serves to create safety and
inspiration so that people are able to excel and
change the force of their
lives on campus.
Graves also met with
student focus groups to
continue initiatives comprised of members of the
Happiness Club, Gender
& Sexuality Alliance and
Angry, Young & Poor.
Graves says the voices and
stories of UAF students
who participated will be
featured and published
on the website saysomethingbeautiful.com
Psychology student Misty
Nickoli brought her three
sons ranging in age from
middle to high school to
the event because she
thought it would help

them understand the Yekaterina Samutsevich,
social world and become who were arrested in 2012
better leaders and people. after performing in a Russian Orthodox Cathedral
“I do whatever I can to try in Moscow.
to empower my sons to
understand their worth,” The panel “The B-Word
Nickoli said after the Dialogues,” a student-led
event. All three boys par- discussion of the use of
ticipated in the discussion the words “bitch” and
reminding attendees of “pussy” and their role in
their own experiences of the modern lexicon, was
schoolyard bullying.
postponed due to weather. Sunwood says the
The performance pre- Women’s Center plans to
sentation lasted more reschedule, and to stay
than two hours, with par- tuned for the date.
ticipants staying after to
exchange hugs and for Though snowfall, icy
further dialog.
roads and loss of power
may have limited particiOther activities includ- pation, Sunwood says that
ed a film screening of with the initiatives started
the music documen- through Gender Justice
tary “Pussy Riot: A Punk Week will help UAF build
Prayer.” The movie, a stronger and safer camselected by the UAF Con- pus for everyone.
cert Board, told the story
of the punk rock band’s “It’s not just for women,
activist group members it’s for all of us,” Sunwood
Nadezhda Tolokonniko- said.
va, Maria Alyokhina and
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Sikuliaq to winter in Great Lakes, test hybrid underwater vehicle
ence Foundation program
officer. “This is a great
example of NSF divisions
coordinating activities to
the benefit of both science and the taxpayer.”
A team of Woods Hole
engineers will be using
the Sikuliaq for several days in March to test
Nereid UI, a modification
of the deep-water autonomous underwater vehicle
Nereus, for future use in
polar and other icy environments.

UAF photo by Val Ihde The Sikuliaq in Wisconsin. Photo courtesy of UAF Conerstone.

Sharice Walker
The Cornerstone
FAIRBANKS - The National Science Foundation’s
research vessel Sikuliaq
will spend its first winter
in the Great Lakes before
making its long journey to
its home port in Seward,
Alaska. The Sikuliaq, pronounced “see-KOO-leeack,” is slated to arrive in
Alaska during the spring
of 2015.

The ship is owned by the
NSF and will be operated
by the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
It had been scheduled to
leave the shipyard in Marinette, Wis. prior to winter,
however construction of
the 261-foot, ice-capable
vessel has progressed
slower than anticipated.
While it wasn’t planned,
the delay does offer some
advantages.
“A late delivery for a ship

is never good. That said,
the best part of this news
really is that the crew will
be able to test the ship’s
ice-cutting capabilities
close to the shipbuilder,
and even more exciting, it offers a fantastic,
cost-effective platform
for researchers at Woods
Hole
Oceanographic
Institution to test a new
autonomous underwater
vehicle right there in the
Great Lakes,” said Matt
Hawkins, National Sci-
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Ultimately, Nereid UI will
help polar researchers by
providing high-quality
underwater imagery, particularly from under the
ice, while also collecting
biological specimens, and
information and measurements on salinity,
density, ice/water interaction and water chemistry.

Work to prepare the
ship and crew for science operations will continue through the winter
months. Other activities
Nereus cut its teeth in throughout the winter
the deepest part of the will include testing of the
world’s oceans at 11,000 Sikuliaq’s connectivity.
meters deep at the Mariana Trench and has been “It is truly inspirationmodified to work in a al to see Sikuliaq under
polar environment.
her own power on trials
in Lake Michigan,” said
“Oftentimes, we get fund- Michael Castellini, dean
ing to build a tool, but not of the University of Alaska
to test and prepare it at Fairbanks School of Fishsea,” said Andy Bowen, a eries and Ocean SciencWoods Hole engineer and es, “To have the ship this
director of its National close to science operaDeep Submergence Facil- tions after three decades
ity.
of work is a wonderful
“Here we have a trans- time for the university,
formative tool being Alaska and marine scitested on a transforma- ence.”
tive platform. We have the Upon exiting the St. Lawrare opportunity to walk rence Seaway in late April,
before we run in this Great the Sikuliaq is scheduled
Lakes environment.”

to participate in ice trials near Greenland and
ultimately make its way
to Washington, D.C. and
Norfolk, Va., for a port visit and dry dock inspection
before the transit to the
Pacific Ocean.
Science operations are
expected to commence
fall 2014, which is too late
for the arctic research
window. The Sikuliaq’s
first funded science projects will not occur among
sea ice and polar caps, but
rather in the South Pacific
and along the west coast
before making its way
north.
The ship is expected to
arrive in its homeport of
Seward, Alaska for a ceremony in early 2015.
The R/V Sikuliaq was
designed by Seattle-based
Glosten Associates and is
being built by Marinette
Marine Corporation in
Marinette, Wis.
The Sikuliaq is uniquely
equipped for operating in
ice-choked waters. The
Sikuliaq will primarily
support oceanographic
research in polar and subpolar regions of the world.

Pollutants in Alaska
Range is visible from UAF state has no control over.
before running outside.
Tracing where pollutants
According
to
Doug are coming from and how
Schneider of the Alaska they are impacting Alaska
Sea Grant the inversion is an invaluable source
in Fairbanks is caused of information when it
because cold air prevents comes to possible policy
warm air from rising.
changes as well as how
our everyday lives proThis is a problem because ceed, according to Cahill.
any pollutants produced
remain close to the
ground.

Researcher Catherine Cahill poses for a photo after her lecture on pollutants in Alaska, Nov. 15.
Shae Bowman/ Sun Star

When there is inversion
going on in fairbanks, “the
number of people going
to the hospital because
of strokes increases.”
according to Cahill.
Alaska can be polluted by
outside sources, that the

continued from cover
wall and put up all new
routes so that nobody
would have an advantage
of doing the routes before
the competition. The
competition “required a
lot of really hard work, but
it was also lots of fun. It is
fun and rewarding to see
people accomplish challenges they didn’t think
they could” Shorey said.

ers to push themselves
to succeed at routes
they might not be be as
inclined to finish on the
first or second attempt. “I
try harder when I am in
competition. I don’t want
to let go even though my
arms are burning because
I want those points”, said
UAF alumni Allison Stadig.

Each route had a point
value associated with it
and if a climber finished
the route without falling off the wall they got
those points. At the end
of the competition, all the
points from various routes
a climber completed were
tallied together. The perJamie Shorey, an Outdoor son with the highest point
Adventures
Graduate score in each division
Assistant, was in charge won first place.
of the competition. She
and her staff members I chose to participate
spent two days setting up because it sounded like
for the competition. The a great way to challenge
staff removed all the rock myself. The challenge
holds from the top rope seemed to inspire climb-

Overall most of the climbers were very happy they
came out for the completion, including myself.
This was the first time
I had ever competed in
a rock climbing competition and I was very
pleased I went.

Shae Bowman
Sun Star Reporter
Over the weekend me
and fifteen other climbers
competed in the second
annual Top Rope Throwdown competition sponsored by the UAF Department of Recreation and
Wellness staff at the UAF
rock wall. The competition began at noon on
Saturday and lasted for
three hours. There were
three different divisions
each for men and women
with prizes for first, second and third place winners in each division.

Rock climbing

Lindsey Klueber, the first
place winner in the intermediate division said “I
feel extremely proud of
myself today and I am
also very happy with the
quality and challenge of
Reportere Shae Bowman ties a rope to her harness before beginning her ascent. Kaz Alvarez/ Sun
the routes.”
Star

PhotBiology senior Lindsey Dreese is working on a route. Kaz Alvarez/ Sun Star
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Compiled by Chase VanFlein-Hage

Tuesday

Pub Trivia! at the Pub 8:30 p.m.

+21

Saturday

International Beer & Wine Tasting at the Pub. 8 p.m.

+21

Thursday

Done to Death. Wanna be in a murder mystery? BEHS theater 7 p.m. Adults - $6. Youth - $4.

Pop Culture Trivia Tournament at the Pub. 7 p.m.
Josh and Brennan Labuda, a local indie band will
perform at the Pub, starting at 8 p.m.
Traditions Tuesday will take place in the Wood Center.
Out There Honky Tonkin’ Musical 8 p.m. at the
Sport your traditions gear, spin a fancy wheel and win a
Empress, Tickets are $21 in advance online, at Gullivprize.
er’s books, and Music Mart or $25 at the
Students Offering Leadership Development will be hosting door.
Financial Sense: Debt Management at 1:05 in Gruening
402

a coffee table in Bunnell from 5-7 p.m.

20

-21

+21

Lost and Found Sale at the Wood Center 11-2. Buy lost
stuff.
Financial Sense: Money and Emotions at 1:05 in Gruening
402
Double Bass & Viola Recitals starring Jon Heintz and Trevor Adams at 7 p.m. in the Davis Concert Hall
Poetry Slam, Take 3, in the Multi-Level Lounge. Sign-ups
at 7 p.m., and the slam starts at 7:30. The event is hosted
by the Student Activities Office.
Nanook Men’s Basketball team plays against North Dakota’s University of Mary’s Marauders at 7 p.m. in the Patty
Center.

Wednesday

Leadership Workshop Series from 7-8 p.m. in the Wood
Center
Screening of “Boys Don’t Cry” for the Transgender Day of
Remembrance in Reichardt 202 at 7 p.m.

-21

22

23

-21

Nanook Men and Women’s Rifle teams play against the
University of Kentucky at 9 a.m. in the Patty.
Nanook Men’s Basketball play against Fresno Pacific at 7
p.m. in the Patty.

25

-21

Monday

Monday Night Football at the Pub. Starts at 4:30 p.m.
Same game as the one in the Multi-Level Lounge, just with
beer.

+21

Monday Night Football in Multi-Level Lounge at the Wood
Center
Free Popcorn! Kick Off is at 4:40 p.m. It’s the 49ers against
the Redskins.

-21

Friday

Pub opens at noon.

+21
Done to Death, a murder mystery comedy, at the Ben
Eielson Junior/ High School Theater. The show starts at 7
p.m. Adults - $6. Youth - $4.
Grand Opening of the Wood Center Food Pantry. The
pantry is open to all students. It will be located downstairs
near the pool tables. Monday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. & Tuesday 6
p.m. - 9 p.m.
Out There Honky Tonkin’ Musical 8 p.m. at the Empress

-21

Would you like
to make money by simply
driving your car advertising for
Red Bull?

($300 BI-WEEKLY), contact email :
john00264@gmail.com,
Contact Number : 916-304-2302

SPORTS
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Women’s Basketball

Kurtis Gosney

The UAF Women’s Basketball team traveled to
Hawaii last weekend to
play the Brigham Young
University Seasiders and
Chaminade University
Silverswords.

Sun Star Reporter
Volleyball
The UAF Volleyball team
played its final two home
games last weekend at
the Patty Center. The first
game was against the
Simon Fraser University
Clan on Thursday, Nov.
14 and the Western Washington University Vikings
on Saturday, Nov. 16.
The Clan beat the Nanooks
in Thursday’s match-up in
four sets. Sophomore outside hitter and Art student
Sam Harthun finished the
game with 23 kills to lead
all players. Freshman setter and Nutrition student
Katelyn Camp finished
with 53 assists, two more
than the entire Clan.
The Nanooks’ biggest
lead in the first set was
15-10. The Clan, however, fought back, tying the
game at 22-22. The Clan
went on to win the set
25-23. The Nanooks never
trailed in the second set,
winning 25-14 going into
the 10-minute intermission.

6

The Nanooks beat the
Seasiders on Friday, Nov.
15 by a score of 69-39. The
Nanooks shot 77 percent
in the first half and finished the game with 58
percent shooting. Freshman forward and Business
Administration
student Jordan Wilson
led the Nanooks in scoring with 19 points and
didn’t miss a single shot.
This 30-point win by the
Nanooks is their largest
winning margin since
2007.
Keri Knight, the only senior on the Nanook volleyball team poses for some final photos after the game. Kurtis Gosney/ Sun Star

two points to tie the set at
19-19. The Clan went on
to win the set 25-22 earning the match victory.

The season, however,
is not over yet for the
Nanooks. Their final two
games will take place
on the road against the
Seattle Pacific University
Falcons and the Montana
State University-Billings
Yellowjackets on Thursday, Nov. 21

Saturday night was senior
night for outside hitter
and Business Administration student Keri Knight.
The Vikings won the game
The Clan came out of the in three sets, 25-10, 25-19,
Men’s Basketball
intermission by never and 25-19.
trailing at any point dur- Harthun led all spikers in The UAF Men’s Basketball
ing the third set. The Clan the game with 19 kills and team traveled to Anchorwon, 25-21. The Nanooks Knight ended her home age last weekend playing
led 19-17 in the fourth volleyball career with two games in the AT&T
and final set only to see eight kills. Camp had 31 Jamboree tournament.
the Clan score the next assists.
The first game was against

the Regis University Rangers on Friday, Nov.15 and
the Holy Names University Hawks on Saturday,
Nov. 16.

The Nanooks won again
on Sunday, Nov. 17
against the Silverswords
76-60 to improve to 3-0
this season. The Nanooks’
largest lead of the game
was 56-30 in the second
half.

Hawks 40-19 in the second half. Baker was the
game’s leading scorer
with 20 points, senior
guard forward and Business Administration stu- Freshman forward and
The Nanooks dropped dent Stefan Tica chipping Business
AdministraFriday’s game against the in 16.
tion student Jordan WilRangers 72-63. Senior
son and junior guard and
guard and Communica- This coming Thursday Communication student
tion student Ronnie Bak- through Saturday, the Benissa Bulaya finished
er was the game’s leading Nanooks will host Mary with 13 points each for
scorer with 15 points for University, Emporia State the Nanooks to lead all
the Nanooks.
University, and Fresno scorers.
Pacific University in the
The Nanooks never annual GCI Alaska Invita- The Nanooks played their
trailed the Hawks in Sat- tional. All games will be at last two games of the seaurday’s game and wom the Patty Center and start son Monday and Tuesday
72-48. UAF outscored the at 7 p.m.
of this week in Hawaii.

Senior outside hitter and Business Administration student Keri Knight celebrates her volleyball
career on senior night. Kurtis Gosney/ Sun Star

Senior outside hitter and Business Administration student Keri Knight looks like she’s having a
little fun out there on the court, along with Cassidy Brewer on the left and Morgan McGrath on the
right. Kurtis Gosney/ Sun Star

Senior outside hitter and Business Administration student Keri Knight stands behind the net with
Cassidy Brewer on the left and Morgan McGrath on the right. Kurtis Gosney/ Sun Star

SAY AHH!!
Along with vertigo, you may:

Donna Patrick
Nurse Practitioner

•

Vomit or feel nauseous

•

Have a headache or be sensitive to light and noise

•

See double, have trouble speaking or swallowing, or feel weak

•

Feel short of breath or sweaty, have a racing heart beat

Q: What causes vertigo?
A: The most common causes of vertigo include:
•
Inner ear problems — Collections of calcium, inflammation, and viral infections can cause problems in the vestibular
system. The vestibular system includes parts of the inner ear and nervous system, which controls balance. Below are three of the
most common types of vertigo caused by inner ear problems.

Q: What is vertigo?

•
Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) — BPPV, sometimes called benign positional vertigo, positional vertigo,
postural vertigo, or simply vertigo, is a type of vertigo that develops due to collections of calcium in the inner ear. These collections are called canaliths. Moving the canaliths by repositioning the head is a common treatment for BPPV. These movements
encourage the calcium collection to move into a part of the ear where it will be reabsorbed. You may begin to feel better immediately after this treatment or within a day or two.

A: Many people who feel dizzy have vertigo, a specific type of
dizziness. Vertigo causes a sense of spinning dizziness, swaying,
or tilting. You may feel that you are moving or that the room is
moving around you. The most common symptoms of vertigo
include a feeling of:

•
Meniere disease — Meniere disease is condition that causes repeated spells of vertigo, hearing loss, and ringing in the
ears. Spells can last several minutes or hours. It is probably caused by a buildup of fluid in the inner ear.

•

Spinning (you or the room around you)

•

•

Tilting or swaying

•

Feeling off balance

•
Medications — Rarely, medications can actually damage the inner ear. Other medications can affect the function of the
inner ear or brain and lead to vertigo.

These feelings come and go, and may last seconds, hours,
or days. You may feel worse when you move your head,
change positions (stand up, roll over), cough, or sneeze.

•
Vestibular neuritis — Vestibular neuritis, also known as labyrinthitis, is probably caused by a virus that causes swelling
around the balance nerve. People with vestibular neuritis develop sudden, severe vertigo, nausea, vomiting, and difficulty walking or standing up; these problems can last several days. Some people also develop difficulty hearing in one ear.

•

Head injury — Head injuries can affect the vestibular system in a variety of ways, and lead to vertigo

Migraines — In a condition called vestibular migraine or migrainous vertigo, vertigo can be caused by a migraine.

•
Brain problems, such as a stroke or TIA (transient ischemic attack), bleeding in the brain, or multiple sclerosis can also
cause vertigo.
Sponsored by UAF Student Health and Counseling/University Student and Advancement Division. For additional information, contact the Student Health & Counseling at 474-7043 or visit our
Web site at www.uaf.edu/chc University and Student Advancement Division
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UAF honors Veteran’s Day

Volunteers read the names of 6,700 service members who died serving in Iraq and Afghanistan at the Veteran’s Day Roll Call on Monday Nov. 11. Annie Bartholomew/ Sun Star

A volunteer ROTC cadet reads from a book containing the names of 6; 700 service members who
died serving in Iraq and Afghanistan at the Veteran’s Day Roll Call on Monday, Nov. 11. Annie Bartholomew/ Sun Star

UAF ROTC Cadets volunteered to read the names of 6,700 service members who died serving in
Iraq and Afghanistan at the Veteran’s Day Roll Call on Monday, Nov. 11, 2013. Annie Bartholomew/
Sun Star

A volunteer ROTC cadet reads the names of 6,700 service members who died serving in Iraq and Afghanistan at the Veteran’s Day Roll Call on Monday, Nov. 11. Annie Bartholomew/ Sun Star
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Classes at the Community and Technical College were cancelled for
most of the day on Thursday because some of the
buildings were without
power. CTC classes held
at Hutchison High School
were cancelled on Friday
after 3 p.m.

I have been receiving LGBTQ questions
but have been trying to save most of
them up for one column of queries, and
today’s column is just that. As I responded to these questions, I laughed and I
cried. Please realize that there are real
people, here on your campus, who have
to put up with discrimination every single day.
Miss Euphoria, I’ve been seeing someone who plays for one of the sports teams
here on campus. Yesterday, I was in the
24-hour study area of the library and I
overheard him and his teammates reading
the Sun Star and talking about the “hilarious tranny stuffing itself with sporks.” I was
offended. The guy I’m seeing said something like it must be one of the other teams
because “none of us are homos.” I talked
to him later, but he just said that he had to
and that a lot of them are homophobic and
he felt bad. Should I keep seeing him?
All of the teams have coaches, and if
you hear homophobic slurs, you should
speak up and let the coaches know. As
for whether or not you should keep seeing him, I can only give you my opinion
and that is do it, if you want, but only if
he’s hot. A qualified professional would
probably say stop the madness and run,
but some of us like to take it. And take it.
You get it. The fact that they made comments about me is just plain flattering!
Oh, and I love being called tranny, but I
definitely prefer being called tranimal.
and I have an anonymous link on my
facebook page so that all those deliciously-nasty comments can be made directly
to me! Next time, talk to the tranimal!
I just started dating a really great guy. We
were laughing together and spooning in
bed when I accidently giggle-farted. As a
gay man, I was mortified and tried to make
up for it by going down on him. Suddenly, I
found my gag-reflex and threw up on him!
Do I break up with him now? I helped him
clean up and then ran home and haven’t
answered his phone messages since. I’m
just too embarrassed now.
I’m pretty sure you just found true love!
Anyone who is still calling you after you
fart then puke on them is a keeper. Joke
with him that this was planned all along
and that you were testing his feelings for
you. You have to learn to be able to laugh
stuff like this off or else it will really get
you down and let’s face it… you probably
can’t do anything more embarrassing
than that so now you’re good! I think
this is a hilarious story, and I hope you
don’t break up with him because of it! Oh
shoot I’m giggling right now... somebody
bring me my duck tape!
Euphoria, I’m a trans person who works on
campus, and I go to school here too. I definitely have tranny-bladder, but every so
often the need to pee gets bad enough to
where I have to get up and go. My co-workers have started making comments about
how long my late lunches are because I
have to go down to lower campus to use the
private bathroom. Should I self-disclose?
Apparently, I’m transitioning well because
almost no one can notice. I just don’t want
them thinking bad things about me. Which
is better, being lazy or being trans?
I got sick to my stomach reading this!
The fact that there aren’t gender-neutral
bathrooms everywhere on campus continues to make me sad and even angry.
My advice for you is DO NOT DISCLOSE
at this time! Transgendered people
are not yet (and I write yet hoping that
someday soon they will be) protected
from trans-discrimination. Please email
or speak with Director of Diversity and
Equal Opportunity, Mae Marsh about
what rights you do have. It’s disgusting
to me that you should have to be worried
about being perceived as lazy because of
having to use a gender-neutral bathroom
that is so far from your place of work.
Please, if nothing else, get in touch with
me privately. This type of discrimination
is awful, and it needs to be addressed.
You sound like you’re doing well, keep
your chin up and please keep going to
school. Far too many trans people drop
out because of discrimination and I want
you to succeed!
Submit your questions to Miss Euphoria at
www.facebook.com/eraofeuphoria.

Storms cost the university
money, in terms of snow
removal and building
maintenance like additional heating.
If the chancellor decided
to close campus due to
the storm, the university

storm

would have had to cover university’s budget, which
costs such as administra- might adversely affect
tive leave for faculty and staff and students.
staff.
The last time the uni“The university does have versity shut down due to
some flex in its budget to weather was during 2010,
accommodate unexpect- when an ice storm hit
ed expenses,” said Marmi- Fairbanks.
am Grimes, UAF’s Senior
Public Information Offi- Student reactions to the
university
remaining
cer said in an email.
open were mixed, accordGrimes said that if a big ing to Grimes.
enough storm occurred,
in which the university “We haven’t done a comshut down, the money prehensive survey of stuto pay for the expenses dents, faculty and staff
would most likely come – but, anecdotally, some
from other areas of the expressed concern that
folks might be endan-

gered driving in windy,
potentially icy weather,”
Grimes said.
She said that other students said that the conditions did not seem too
dangerous.
The university has its own
food services, showers
and heat.
These services are beneficial when there are
power outages and the
university remains open,
so off-campus residents
can use them, according
to Grimes.

MUSIC REVIEW

Matt Hopper and the Roman Candles
with an organ-sounding
keyboard. These songs
are nice to listen to when
you’re in need of a mental
push to be productive.
“Wailing Songbird,” the
sixth track, is something
you should definitely
check out. It’s truly a roller
coaster of rhythm, starting
off with fast paced electric
guitar, eventually hitting a
climactic point two minutes in, which drops off
into a smooth, relaxing
atmosphere.
The follow-up to track six
is a bit of a train wreck,
honestly. “Stick it to Your
cially halfway through the Man” has a nice piano
four-minute song, when melody, but the vocal
you catch on to his lyri- harmony is shaky.
cal message: “At least you Fortunately,
Hopper
believe, believe in music.” makes up for it with track
It’s almost as if he has sub- eight, “Watch me Cry.”
liminally persuaded you His voice hops back to its
to give it a chance, and usual decency, and the
enjoy the song. The open- Roman Candles bring the
ing track makes for a good modern rock edge back to
lead-in, as it captures the the forefront.
essence of the album as
a whole: decent vocals, In those moments when
exceptional instrumen- you just need to relax, kick
tals, overall invigorating
experience.

Matt Hopper plays his guitar. Photo courtesy of Matt Hopper.

Tal Norvell
Sun Star Reporter
Matt Hopper & the Roman
Candles are a three-man
rock band whose unique
sound sends you off on
a wild tangent, mesmerizing in nature. They’ll be
performing at the Blue
Loon Dec. 13, and at the
UAF Pub on Dec. 4. They
have a new album just
released this month called
“High Hopes.” Recorded
last winter at Tri-Tone
Studios in Anchorage, it
has an instant, intoxicating effect on the psyche.

your feet up by the fireside, enjoy the snowfall
outside your window and
listen to “Holding On.”
The ninth track has a
calming beat, soothing
guitar and low- to midrange vocals. The end
of the song picks up a
bit, containing perhaps
the coolest instrumental section of the entire
album; the guitar, piano
and drums work together
extremely well to create
an awesome sound.
“Schizophrenia”
and
“Missing the Mark” are
the final two songs, leaving you with a sense of
closure, along with curious wonder as you try to
discern their lyrical messages.
“High Hopes” is a good
album for people who
want to listen to something different, and I
highly recommend it. It
is available for purchase
online through matthopper.com.

The tempo slows a bit in
track two, “Happy Girls.”
An airy, groovy electric
guitar along with a rhythmic piano steal the show,
Click the play button on as the loopy vocals swing
track one out of 11, titled all over the place.
after the album, and a
man with a grungy voice Track three, “The Absenstarts singing away. You tee,” shifts into a sluggish
begin to wonder what psychedelic pace with
you’ve gotten yourself echoing vocals, steady
into. As you keep listening resonating piano and
however, you start to feel eventual solid drum beat
strange. Slowly but surely, with ambient guitar. The
as you get used to hear- grand vocal finale in the
ing his voice, accompa- last 30 seconds again
nied by an upbeat mixture sounds wild.
of piano, guitar, bass and The next two tracks, “Getdrums, your perspective ting Over You” and “My
changes.
Bible,” play around with
You start to realize, “Hey, grungy, distorted guitar Album cover of Matt Hopper and the Roman Candle’s recently
this ain’t so bad!” Espe- riffs and vocals, along released album, “High Hopes.” Photo courtesy of Matt Hopper
and the Roman Candles’ Facebook page.

OPINION

Semester at Sea: Argentina
Ellen Mitchell
Sun Star Columnist
One of the greatest uses
of DNA analysis was during Argentina during the
dirty war in the 1980’s.
The dirty war, a dictatorship in Argentina, became
a terrifying regime that
prosecuted anyone who
was involved in politics in
any way, good and bad. It
targeted younger people
such as pregnant women
and university students.
These people came to be
known as “Desaparecidos” or “The Disappeared
Ones.” because when the
military took them away
and tortured them, they
made sure that no trace of
their whereabouts could
be found.
Today, families are still trying to identify unmarked
bodies and find the children who were born in
captivity and taken to live
with military families.
When the regime ended,
people were desperate to
find their missing loved
ones. DNA sequenc-

ing adapted to this purpose, and science grew
in leaps and bounds to
identify dead bodies and
kidnapped children. One
hundred out of the nearly five hundred missing
children has been found,
to date, and many more
bodies have been identified.
On my first day in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, I was
scheduled to go on a field
trip with my Forensic Science and Criminal Justice
class to see one of the labs
that had worked to piece
together torn lives after
the war. We were walked
through a two-story
building that housed the
toxicology and biological
evidence labs.
It was back to back with
the college of economics in a few roughed up
buildings that was the
Buenos Aires University.
The lab doesn’t do a lot
of work on the Deseparecidos anymore, but just a
week before we arrived,
another adult was identified as a former child who
disappeared.

We poked our heads into
the DNA lab and saw
three generations of DNA
sequencers. The newer
they were, the sleeker the
design, much like computers that were redesigned every year to look
more modern. Each one
has done it’s share of
work to identify people
though. Back then, fifteen
bodies went through the
autopsy room downstairs
every day. Each was the
victim of a crime or suicide, and many cases
had DNA involved as evidence. The autopsy room
and morgue themselves
were cool and had a slight
strange odor in the air,
something I couldn’t
identify.
It looked much like it
does in the CSI shows, but
the paint on the ceiling
was peeling and the place
looked like it hadn’t been
repaired at all since the
eighties.

a gurney in the center of
the room. It didn’t occur
to me for a few seconds
that this was a dead body
until I saw the bruises on
her neck that showed she
had hung herself.
It was a girl just barely
younger than me. She
was short and slight, with
thick, wavy, black hair
and immaculately painted nails. Her torso was
covered with a dirty linen, thrown over her from
neck to thigh.
She didn’t look dead, but
it wasn’t a beautiful and
dignified vision either.
Her skin was just dark
enough to now show the
deathly paleness that usually marks the dead.

She was not a victim of
the war, but just like them,
she was disappeared.
She was just a body now,
vanished into this place
where her only bed was
a rough steel gurney, and
There was a crumbling her only companions the
skeleton for medical ref- sober doctors and whirring machines trying to
erence in the corner.
find out who she was.
The morgue was empty
except for one body out on
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10 things you should know about life after college

1

How to cook

2

How to change the oil and tires on your car

3

When to do your laundry
There are bigger bills to pay than Netflix

4
5

Copy and paste is actually plagiarizing

6

Employers do check your social media

7

Nothing in life is free

8

There are no redos or audits either

9

You can twerk, but can do you do			
something useful?

10

There is such a thing as life after college

Puzzle 8 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.37)
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Puzzle 20 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.65)
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DON’T WAIT

GET THE CLASSES YOU
NEED THIS SPRING AT
KENAI PENINSULA COLLEGE
FIND OUT WHY KPC IS A UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
LEADER IN ELEARNING
If you’re having a hard time nding the classes you need, don’t let that get in the way of
completing your degree on time. Take online classes with KPC; oﬀering more than 140
E-Learning classes this semester.

STAY ON TRACK!
Get the classes you need to
complete your degree.

Take advantage of registration at
Kenai Peninsula College and act fast!
PUBLIC REGISTERATION OPEN

NOV. 25

VISIT US ONLINE AT
WWW.KPC.ALASKA.EDU
1.877.262.0330

